Poverty, Welfare and Marginalisation: An Ethnographic Approach to Modern Urban Life

Monograph

1st lecture: The city as utopia and structure of discipline

Mumford, Lewis. 1937. ‘What is a City?, Architectural Record, 82 , pp. 92-96

2nd lecture Urban Migration, Ethnic Identity and Religion in Africa


3rd lecture: Crime and Urban Migration in PNG


Film: Cowboy and Maria

4rd lecture: World cities and modernity

5th lecture: Global capitalism, Gated Cities and Gender


6th lecture Early studies on Homelessness and Poverty in a western Urban Context


7th lecture Poverty, and Mobility in a Scandanavian Context

Film: The Knights of the Road

8th lecture The Ethnography of Institutions

Goffman, Erving. Extracts on Characteristics of Total Institutions, from *Asylums*. Goffman, Erving. Extracts from his work

9th lecture Working Class Youth Culture AND The New Ghetto


10th lecture Work, Gender and Gambling

11th lecture Race, Class and Culture in Scandinavia
Murphy, Keith. 213. A cultural geometry: Designing political things in Sweden, American Ethnologist 40: 118-131

12th lecture Towards an Ethnography of Capitalism

13th lecture Technology and the city
Reed, Adam. 2008.'Blog This: surfing the metropolis and the method of London'. JRAI 14: 391-406.